Lobby Sentinel Temperature Screening Kiosk

Key Features

Facial Recognition

IR Temperature sensor 3 feet with +0.9F (0.5C) accuracy

Mounting: Turnstile, wall mount, desktop &
Pedestal mounting

Alerts generated on high temperature.

Email notifications

Temperature logs of staff or customers

Remote Management System for
remote device management

Ethernet, WIFI

Relay and Weigand interface
Optional Features
RFID 125KHz HID Proximity Card Reader
Power over Ethernet (built-in POE support)

The Lobby Sentinel is a high precision non-contact temperature screening device that is designed to screen body
temperature from the forehead region one person at a time at a range of 3 feet with and with an accuracy of +/- 0.5C
(0.9F) at room temperature. A user will walk up to the unit and is directed by the application to face the unit at a
specific position. The unit then takes the temperature reading from the forehead area and alerts when it detects an
elevated temperature.The device incorporates German made high precision 32x32 array Hiemann sensor that
delivers highly accurate temperature measurements.
The unit is perfect for office buildings, factories, hospitals, educational institutions, and any institution where there is a
need to monitor temperature of staff or customers as they enter the facility. The unit supports various mounting
options including on a pedestal stand, desk stand and wall mount. Network connectivity interfaces include Ethernet
LAN and WIFI.
Use Cases
The unit is typically deployed in three scenarios:
A) As a standalone unit: This is the simplest deployment use case where out-of-the-box the device is used to take
temperature scans of employees or customers. This is ideal for small businesses where there is need to automate
temperature screening. The device generates an alert that is displayed on the screen along with an audible alarm
when a person with elevated body temperature is detected.

B) As an Attendance management system: Here you can enroll or register users into the system and log their clock-in
times and temperature scans. This is useful for businesses that wish to enroll their employees and visitors and log
their scanned times and temperature. You can use the system’s advanced facial recognition technology to recognize
and authenticate users. There is also an option to use RFID identification cards such as HID Proximity cards in
addition to facial recognition to identify users.
For small businesses, you can register and track employees by using the device management application itself.
There is not a need to connect the device to the network. You can take logs and export the logs in excel format via
USB to a memory stick.
For large businesses or enterprises you can use the PC/server based Remote Management Software to manage
multiple devices and for attendance management. With this application you can remotely manage each device,
register your employees or visitors and log their attendance times and temperature scans along with picture
identification. High temperature alerts can be sent from the device in real-time to the Remote Management System
where you can view and respond. With the Remote management system, you can also generate email alerts to
specific personnel in your facility by integrating to your SMTP mail server.
C) As an Access management system: The unit supports supports relay and Weigand interfaces that allow you to
interface with your door access control systems. With the optional built-in 125Khz RFID HID card reader, users can
swipe their ID card, scan their temperature. If the user is identified to have access to the facility and has normal
temperature, the device allows access to the facility. If the person reads high temperature, the device prevents
access to the facility.
Model Configurations
Small Business Model: This configuration is geared for small businesses that would want to deploy as a standalone
unit that fits Use Case A. With simple installation and minimal configuration, out-of-the-box the device is ready to take
temperature scans of staff and customers. For more advanced deployments, you can take temperature logs and
generate alerts via email when connected to WIFI or ethernet. The device management app on the device allows users
to modify settings, view logs and export logs via excel.
Enterprise Model: The Enterprise model configuration is geared towards large businesses or enterprises that have
several sites where the devices need to be deployed. Each site may have a need for one or several devices at multiple
entry points. Because of the scale of deployment, these devices are connected to the network and managed remotely via
the Remote Management Software. The Remote Management capability allows a security or facilities manager to
centrally configure the devices, monitor events on the devices and receive alert notifications via email.
Time and Attendance capability enables security managers to enroll and register employees with their picture ID into
the system. Employees and visitors can be identified using the built-in accurate facial recognition functionality. Detailed
logs of employee attendance times and temperature scans are maintained in the system and exportable in excel format.
The Remote Management Software also supports access control management that enables security managers to
create groups based on their site or organization and assign user access to specific facilities. With the hardware
interfaces such as Weigand interface and Relay interface, the device can be integrated with the access control systems
easily to control and prevent access to a facility when a person with elevated body temperature is detected. An SDK is
available for extending the functionality and integration with other IT systems such as security/surveillance systems.
From the hardware perspective the enterprise model optionally supports built-in POE to power the unit and connect to
the network. This capability allows for network cable drops from a POE switch all the way to the device.
The built-in 125KHz RFID HID proximity card reader allows users to swipe their existing HID cards for identification and
access purposes instead or in addition to facial recognition.

Model Configurations and supported features

Register Employees/Visitors
Facial Recognition for user
identification
Access Control
Management/Integration with Access
control Systems
SDK
HID Proximity Card Reader
POE
Implementation

Yes via device management App
Yes

Large Business Model
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Can view remotely. Export via Excel
on remote server
Yes via Remote Management App
Yes

No

Yes

No
No
No
Typically manned station

Mounting

Desktop
Pedestal Large/Small
Wall Mount

Yes
Yes
Yes
Can be unmanned when integrated
with access control
Desktop
Pedestal Large/Small
Wall Mount
Tripod
VESA 50x50

Device Management
Remote Management
Email
Scan Logs
View logs

Small Business Model
Yes
No
No
Yes
On device only. Export via USB drive

Specifications
System

CPU

Rk3399 Octa-Core cortex-A64,1.5Ghz

GPU

ARM Mali400MP2, Complies with OpenGL ES2.0/1.1

RAM

2GB RAM DDR3 (optional 4GB RAM)

ROM

8GB

OS

Android 8.1

LCD

8.4” IPS Screen 1280x800

Camera

Dual Camera 2MP RGB & Infrared 1.3MP

Type

Wide Dynamic Camera, Aperture 4mm, focal length
0-2m
Vertical wide angle: 62o Horizontal: 32o

Wireless

WIFI (802.11 b/g/n), Bluetooth 4.0

NFC

Optional Front MIFARE 13.56 card reader

Interface

Audio, DC 12Vin, USB2.0x1, 1xOTG
RJ45x1, RS232/RS485
Wiegand interface 26/34
Relay output only COM and NO

Management

Standalone (non-networked)
Remotely managed (networked)

Power Supply
Face Detection

Temperature Sensor

12V/2A dc-in(100/240V)
No Battery
Detection at range of 1 to 3 feet
Face storage capacity: 20,000

Object temperature 35℃/95F~38℃/102F:
accuracy ± 0.3℃/0.54F
Object temperature 20℃~33℃ or 38℃~50℃:
accuracy ± 0.6 ℃/+-0.9F
Other temperature range: ± 2 ℃/3.6F
32x32 pixel resolution

Casing

Brushed Aluminum

Temperature

Operating: -10F to 140F
Storage: -22F to 160F

Humidity

Operating 20% to 80%

Weight

6 lbs

Certifications

FCC, CE ROHS

Mounting

VESA 50mmx50mm,
Turnstile Mounting, Wall Mount, Desktop Mount,
Floor mounting, Tripod mounting

